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Sonata No.1 in E 
1. I. Adagio 3’12
2. II. Allegro 2’07
3. III. Menuett 4’53

Sonata No.2 in D
4. I. Andante 3’50
5. II. Adagio 1’30
6. III. Allegro 2’23
7. IV. Giga  2’28

Sonata No.3 in G minor
8. I. Presto  2’42
9. II. A Tempo Giusto 2’12
10. III. Allegro 1’44

Sonata No.4 in A
11. I. Adagio 3’21
12. II. Allegro 3’53
13. III. Con Spirito 3’08

Sonata No.10 in B-flat*
29. I. [Ouverture], Allegro 3’40
30. II. Moderato 1’18
31. III. Presto  0’53

Sei Sonate per il cembalo 

Sonata I in C minor 
32. I. Vivace e Maestoso 2’42
33. II. Allegro 1’43
34. III. Minuetto 4’36

Sonata II in F 
35. I. Maestoso 2’01
36. II. Andante 3’40
37. III. Grazioso con Variazioni 3’49

Sonata III in C
38. I. Andante 3’54
39. II. Allegro 3’12

Sonata IV in E-flat
40. I. Moderato Grazioso 2’39
41. II. Allegretto con Variazioni 5’15

Sonata No.5 in C minor
14. I. [Primo tempo] 1’37
15. II. Allegro 2’14
16. III. Presto  2’06
17. IV. Tempo Giusto 1’45

Sonata No.6 in D minor
18. I. Andante 3’48
19. II. Spiritoso 2’44

Sonata No.7 in G
20. I. Spiritoso 2’36
21. II. Allegro 2’40
22. III. Presto  2’26

Sonata No.8 in C
23. I. Con Spirito 3’37
24. II. Adagio 4’40
25. III. Tempo Giusto 1’43
26. IV. Allegro 2’11

Sonata No.9 in G minor
27. I. Allegro 2’25
28. II. Spiritoso 2’26
 

Sonata V in B-flat
42. I. Andantino 4’38
43. II. Presto  2’19

Sonata VI in C minor
44. I. Allegro ma non Presto 3’18
45. II. Moderato 2’15
46. III. Presto  1’32

Four Sonatas by Sandro Dalla Libera
47. Sonata I [Allegro] 3’22
48. Sonata II [Allegro] 2’25
49. Sonata III [Allegro] 3’48
50. Sonata IV [Allegro] 2’08

Paolo Bottini organ and harpsichord*
The Pietro Nacchini organ (1750) of S. Giorgio 
Maggiore, Venice (tracks 1-28)
The Pietro Nacchini organ op. 80 (1743) of S. 
Cassiano, Venice (tracks 29-50)
The Harpsichord in the Auditorium of Giani Casa 
d’Organi, Corte de’ Frati (tracks 29-31)

Sonate per Gravicembalo  
(Londra, 1739)

GIOVANNI BATTISTA PESCETTI 1704-1766
Complete Keyboard Music



During the celebrations for the Bicentenary of Giovanni Battista Pescetti’s death 
(1704-1766), the Italian musicologist Francesco Degrada voiced the general need for 
deeper and wider knowledge regarding composers often classified as ‘minor’. The 
sphere he had in mind was Italian and European instrumental music, and within 
this the sonata as a genre. In claiming that the Venetian composer Giovanni Battista 
Pescetti “certainly belonged to the category of minor artists of the 1700s”, Degrada 
then proceeded to present a short but perceptive critical study  of the composer’s 
works for harpsichord and organ. On the occasion of the 250th anniversary of 
the composer’s death, Paolo Bottini decided to follow in the wake of the earlier 
publication with the release of this Album.

Giovanni Battista Pescetti was born in Venice in 1704. His father was Giacinto 
Pescetti, the son of a Giovanni Battista senior who is recorded as having been 
employed at St. Mark’s Basilica in 1694 as an organ restorer. On 4 July of that same 
year his son Giacinto was appointed keeper of the organs at St. Mark’s, a post that 
he maintained until 1755. According to an account written by the historian Jean-
Benjamin De La Borde in 1780, to complete his course of studies under Antonio Lotti, 
Giovanni Battista Pescetti wrote a Mass that met with praise on the part of Johann 
Adolf Hasse, the German composer who arrived in Italy in 1723 and was appointed 
chapel master at the Ospedale degli Incurabili in Venice in 1727. The young Pescetti’s 
debut as a composer of operas came about in 1725 at the Teatro San Salvatore in 
Venice with Nerone detronato, a work that was evidently successful, since in 1730 
he was commissioned by the Venetian nobleman Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni to write 
the music for Constantino Pio, a theatrical event celebrating the birth of the French 
Dauphin. In all likelihood Pescetti travelled to London in 1734, and there is no doubt 
that in 1737 he was appointed director at Covent Garden, to replace Nicola Porpora. 
The following year he was also made head of the King’s Theatre, producing all in all 
six new operas and also working on two pastiches. He returned to Italy in 1747 at 
the latest, and continued his career as a composer of opera in Venice and other cities, 
including Florence, Siena, Reggio Emilia, Milan and Padua. In 1752 he was among 

the musicians competing for the post of principle organist at St. Mark’s basilica in 
Venice, an appointment that ultimately fell to his erstwhile fellow student Baldassare 
Galuppi, who had recently been made chapel master. In 1760 Pescetti also applied 
for three positions in Tuscany that had fallen vacant at the death of Giuseppe Maria 
Orlandini: as chapel master at Florence Cathedral, at the Oratorio of S. Giovanni 
Battista and at the Court of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany. This was considered a 
highly desirable post, not least by Pescetti’s wife Maria Rosa Mancini, who was keen 
to return to the city of her origins. In the end, however, the job was temporarily 
offered to Giovanni Nicola Ranieri Redi, despite the good offices of the Venetian 
economist and man of letters Gian Maria Ortes, who had done his best to pull strings 
in Pescetti’s favour with the emperor Francesco I of Loraine through their mutual 
friend Hasse. Pescetti, who was also acclaimed as a teacher, especially in Venice, 
may well have been the owner of the famous harpsichord that Domenico da Pesaro 
built for Zarlino in 1548: Charles Burney claims that he saw it in the home of the 
composer’s widow in Florence in 1770.

Pescetti’s keyboard works mainly consist of two collections of harpsichord sonatas. 
The first is the volume of nine Sonate per gravicembalo / Nuovamente Composte / e 
in segno d’ossequiosa Gratitudine / dedicate / all’Illustrissima Signora Grazia Boyle 
/ Degnissima ed unica Figlia dell’eccellentissimo lord viceconte shanon / dal suo / 
Umilissimo et / obligatissimo Servo giovambattista pescetti, printed in London in 
1739; while the second is a series of six sonatas preserved in an elegant manuscript 
copy by a certain F.Z. at the Sächsische Landesbibliothek in Dresden. These works 
must have been composed before 1756, since the last of them appeared that year in 
Nuremberg in a printed edition of miscellaneous pieces. In addition we have the four 
Sonate da Organo which Degrada held to be Pescetti’s own manuscripts, now kept 
in the Library of the Benedetto Marcello Conservatoire in Venice. These latter works 
were part of the Cà Giustinian Archive, and were published for the first time in 1962 
by Editrice S.A.T. in Verona in a volume edited by Sandro Dalla Libera.

Apart from being one of the few collections of sonatas by Italian composers 



published during the first half of the century, the 1739 edition also bears witness 
to the name that Pescetti had made for himself as an opera composer: in addition 
to the nine sonatas as such, the edition also comprises arrangements of some of the 
best-know pieces from Pescetti’s operas, including a harpsichord arrangement of the 
overture to the opera Il vello d’oro (played on the harpsichord, the work also features 
in this Album, otherwise devoted to the organ). The London collection was dedicated 
to Grace Boyle, the only daughter and official heiress to the British statesman Richard 
Boyle, Second Viscount of Shannon, who on 17 July of that same year was appointed 
Field Marshall, the highest rank in the British army since 1736. The dedication was 
probably an act of homage to the sixteen year-old Grace, fruit of the Viscount’s 
second marriage in January 1720 and possibly an erstwhile student of Pescetti’s. 
At all events the composer certainly hoped to ingratiate himself with the new Field 
Marshall, and his efforts were probably rewarded: in March of 1739, Covent Garden 
hosted performances of Pescetti’s opera Angelica e Medoro, under the auspices of the 
impresario Charles Sackville, second Duke of Dorset and Earl of Middlesex, who was 
to marry Grace Boyle on 30 October 1744.

The London edition of Pescetti’s sonatas reveals the passage from the baroque 
to the galant style: the articulation of the tempi mirrors the succession of dances 
typical of the suite, although only a couple of them actually bear the name of dance 
forms – Menuett and Giga; furthermore, although there is plenty of counterpoint, 
there are also numerous episodes of pure accompanied melody, symmetrically 
juxtaposed phrases and developments typical of the pre-galant style such as echoed 
recapitulations of melodic fragments and double cadenzas. To add to which the 
1739 sonatas also reflect, at least at surface level, the influence of Handel. Burney 
actually noted a certain fragility in Pescetti’s counterpoint, weakly underpinned, in 
his view, by subjects lacking in originality. Not even the overture could claim to be 
a valid imitation of Handel’s style. Moreover, at the time these considerations were 
committed to paper (1789), Burney held that although a listener would probably have 
found these compositions pleasant enough, it would also have been clear that Handel 

was a distinctly superior composer, especially as regards a richer use of harmony.
Composed around fifteen years after the London collection, the Dresden 

manuscript sonatas naturally reveal the galant style to the full. Counterpoint 
has almost entirely disappeared, and in its stead there is plentiful melody and 
harmony, with abundant use of the basso albertino. In unleashing harmonic 
expression, the technical contrivances become simpler and fluid elegance prevails 
in the representation of feelings. At this point Pescetti occupies a middle ground 
between Benedetto Marcello and the last throws of the baroque on the one hand, 
and “progressive” composers such as Domenico Scarlatti, Baldassarre Galuppi or 
Domenico Alberti on the other. Yet somehow he never achieves their freedom of 
imagination, their brilliant inventiveness or indeed their extraordinary elegance. And 
nor does he share their wit, or the humour we also find in Giovanni Benedetto Platti.

The sonatas belonging to the Venetian manuscript are the only works Pescetti 
specifically devoted to the organ. His intention in this regard is clear not only on 
account of the title, but also in relation to some explicit indications for use of 
the pedal. Thus it may well be that they were written before he left for London. 
Essentially they are pleasantly free-flowing bicinia that lend themselves well to the use 
of a variety of registers.

In conclusion, Degrada is right in suggesting that Giovanni Battista Pescetti 
“certainly belonged to the category of minor artists of the 1700s on account of 
the distinctive expressive qualities that derived from the charming spontaneity of 
his restrained lyricism and the luminous clarity of his adagios. His experience as a 
composer for the voice helped him in his instrumental compositions by suggesting 
pure, soaring melodies interwoven with harmony in the slow movements, where on 
occasions he added inventions on the continuo to create designs complementary to 
the melody line. All this he handled with the sense of measure that contributed to 
the perfect balance of his compositions. In such moments of grace, Pescetti could 
transcend the established rules and give voice to a sort of naivety that is genuinely 
poetic. Such languid sensuality and engaging melancholy was typical of the moral and 



spiritual world of the Arcadian movement, whose deeply felt vocation for opera he 
expressed in his vocal compositions and in his finest harpsichord sonatas”.

Giovanni Battista Pescetti’s remarkably expressive use of melody validates Paolo 
Bottini’s decision to perform the harpsichord sonatas on the organ. Even the passages 
that would seem to be singularly well suited to the harpsichord gain from the variety 
and refinement of sound of the two instruments Bottini has chosen to play, both of 
them dating back to Pescetti’s time. Moreover, there are evident benefits in the natural 
acoustics of the respective churches, especially those of San Giorgio Maggiore, which 
are particularly generous. Likewise at San Cassiano, the presence of two manuals 
allows for some magnificent echo effects in the passages containing short repeated 
segments. At San Giorgio, a similar outcome is achieved by simply drawing the stops, 
which is clearly audible on various occasions in this recording, as it is in the pieces 
played on the organ at San Cassiano.

ORGAN SPECIFICATIONS

Basilica di S. Giorgio Maggiore in Venezia
Organo “Pietro Nacchini” (1750)
Restauri: “Alessandro Bazzani” (1864); “Pietro e Giacomo Bazzani” (1887-1914); 
“Gustavo Zanin” (1990)

Collocazione: in presbiterio dietro l’altar maggiore, su cantoria entro monumentale cassa 
che suddivide il presbiterio dal coro.

Facciata di 45 canne, con bocche allineate e labbro superiore a scudo, equamente 
suddivise in tre campate a cuspide.

Una tastiera di 57 tasti (Do-1/Do5) con prima ottava corta, reale dal Fa-1 (i primi tre 
tasti Do–Re–Mi richiamano meccanicamente le relative note dell'ottava superiore), 
suddivisa in bassi/soprani tra La2 e Sibemolle2.

Pedaliera di 20 pedali (Do1– 
Si2) con prima ottava corta.

Accordatura secondo 
“Vallotti”.

I registri sono azionabili da 
tiranti a pomello posti in 
doppia colonna a destra della 
consolle e corrispondono alla 
seguente disposizione fonica:



Chiesa di S. Cassiano Martire in Venezia
organo “Pietro Nacchini” Op.80 (1743)
Restauro “Franz Zanin” (2002-2004)

Collocazione: in controfacciata sopra la bussola d'ingresso, in cantoria entro cassa 
addossata al muro.

Facciata a campata unica (a cuspide con ali ascendenti ai lati) di 25 canne con bocche 
allineate e con labbro superiore a scudo.

Due tastiere di 64 tasti (57+7, Do1-Sol5) con prima ottava corta (estensione reale da Fa1 
su entrambe) e con divisione bassi/soprani tra Si2 e Do3; tasti diatonici in bosso con 4 
puntini in ebano e frontalino liscio; tasti cromatici in ebano con puntino in bosso.

Principale bassi
Principale soprani
Ottava
Quintadecima
Decimanona
Vigesimaseconda
Vigesimasesta
Vigesimanona
Trigesimaterza
Trigesimasesta
Contrabbassi
Ottava di Contrabbassi
Duodecima di Contrabbassi

Voce umana
Flauto in VIII
Flauto in XII
Cornetta [in XVII]
Trombe basse
Trombe soprane
Tromboncini bassi
Tromboncini soprani

Accessori:
Ripieno a maniglia
Rollante



Flauto in XII
Cornetta [Soprani]
Corno Inglese Soprani (aggiunta Bazzani, 1870)
Tromboncini Bassi
Tromboncini Soprani
Tromboni al Pedale (aggiunta Bazzani)
Contrabassi 16’
Ottava di Contrabassi 8’
Ottava di Ottava di Contrabassi 4’

Organo Piccolo (tastiera inferiore I):

Voce Umana
Flutta Soprani (Callido)
Flauto in VIII Bassi
Flauto in VIII Soprani
Cornetta [Soprani]
Tromboncini Bassi
Tromboncini Soprani
Ottavino Bassi [2 file] (Callido)

Accessori:
Unione tastiere a cassetto
Tiratutti del Ripieno (a manovella per la tastiera superiore, a pomello per quella inferiore)
Tamburo (sei canne di 8’ azionate dal pedale corrispondente al Do2)

Pedaliera a leggio di 20 tasti (Do1-Si2, reale fino al Si1) con prima ottava corta, 
costantemente unita alla tastiera superiore.

Trasmissione meccanica integrale.

Somiere a tiro.

Un mantice a lanterna ad azione manuale e con elettroventilatore (2+2 pieghe parallele, 
opera del Bazzani)

Corista: La3 = 435 (a 15°)

Pressione dell’aria: 54 mm.

Accordatura secondo Francescantonio Vallotti

Registri azionabili mediante tiranti a pomello disposti su due coppie di file parallele 
(a destra per l'Organo Grande, a sinistra per l'Organo Piccolo) secondo la seguente 
disposizione fonica:

Organo Grande (tastiera superiore II):

Principale Bassi 12’
Principale Soprani 12’
Ottava
Quinta Decima
Decima Nona
Vigesima Seconda
Vigesima Sesta

Vigesima Nona
Trigesima Terza
Trigesima Sesta

Voce Umana
Flutta Soprani (aggiunta Bazzani)
Flauto in VIII

Principale Bassi 8’
Principale Soprani 8’
Ottava
Quinta Decima
Decima Nona
Vigesima Seconda
Violoncelli Bassi (Callido)
Chiarina Soprani 8’ (F.lli Callido)



Paolo Bottini hails from Cremona and holds a 
diploma in organ, pianoforte and harpsichord 
studies. His main interest is his work as an organist 
for the Catholic liturgy, and since June 1986 he 
has been official organist on the “Lingiardi”, 
an instrument made in 1865 and located in the 
Church of Croce S. Spirito. For over twenty years, 
he was substitute organist on the Mascioni, an 
instrument located in the Cathedral of Cremona. 
Since 27 June 2015, he has been working in 
Piacenza as the Serassi organist, a position 
previously held by Father Davide of Bergamo. In 
2012, Bottini obtained his professional diploma in 
the diocese of Paris where he also spent two years 
as substitute organist at the Church of the Trinité. 
In 2001, he was awarded a diploma on completion 
of an advanced course in liturgical and musical 
studies (Coperlim) run by the Italian Conference of 
Bishops (CEI), and another for his work in favour 
of historic organs as promoter of the concert series 

“Organi Storici Cremonesi” (Historic Organs of Cremona) and “Pasqua sugli Organi 
Storici Diocesani”, (Easter on the Historic Organs of the Diocese [of Fidenza]). 
Paolo Bottini has been a member of the Commission for Sacred Music of the 
Diocese of Fidenza since 2000 and between 1998 and 2011 was also Secretary of the 
“Associazione Italiana Organisti di Chiesa” (Italian Church Organists’ Association 
www.organisti.it). He has won a number of prizes at international organ competitions 
held in Borca di Cadore (1997) and Sant’Elpidio a Mare (1998), at the Composition 
Competition of the Lutheran Evangelical Community of Naples (2007) and at the 
Competition for Liturgical Composition in Versailles (2012). His recordings have 

been published on Album by Bongiovanni (three discs respectively devoted to Petrali, 
Verdi and Busoni); by MVCremona (Galanterie; Concentus Ecclesiæ by F. Caudana; 
Il settecentesco organo della chiesa di S. Omobono in Cremona [The 18th Century 
Organ of the Church of St. Omobono in Cremona); Fugatto (improvisations on the 
Cantico dei Cantici; L’organo Traeri 1723 di Camurana [The 1723 Traeri Organ of 
Camurana]) and by Elegia Records (Debussy à l’orgue). Paolo Bottini is the author 
of the first ever biography of Federico Caudana (1878-1963), which appeared in the 
Bollettino Storico Cremonese in 2009.

Recording: 4-5 December 2015, Church of San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice (tracks 1-28); 27-28 February 
2016, Church of San Cassiano, Venice (tracks 32-50); 28 May 2016, Auditorium Giani Casa d’Organi, 
Corte de’ Frati (Cremona) (tracks 29-31), Italy
Recording, editing and mastering: Federico Savio
Harpsichord: built by Umberto Debiaggi in 2000 
Cover: La Lezione Di Musica [The Music Lesson] (1765-72), by Jean Honoré Fragonard
p & © 2017 Brilliant Classics
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